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The present paper studies in detail necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a subspace of a Banach Lattice to be weakly complete, weakly compact or 
reflexive. 
The results are wholly similar to those obtained for subspaces of Banach 
spaces with unconditional bases. 
In the vast literature devoted to the study of Banach function spaces 
and Banach lattices, there are only few results concerning weak topol- 
ogies and reflexivity. Perhaps the most significant theorem in that 
direction has been obtained by T. Ogasawara [22] (see also H. W. Ellis 
and I. Halperin [lo], I. Halperin [13], and W. A. J. Luxemburg and 
A. C. Zaanen [18, Note XIII, Theorem 40.1]), who has given a char- 
acterization of reflexive Banach lattices in terms of order theoretic 
conditions. 
On the other hand, the Banach spaces with unconditional bases 
have been studied independently by R. C. James [16], C. Bessaga and 
A. Pelczynski [3, 4, 61, and others, who obtained a very large number 
of results regarding weak completeness, weak compactness, and 
reflexivity. 
Recently, it has been pointed out that in a Banach space X with 
an unconditional basis {e,>, the projections E(a); o C N = {1,2,..., n,...} 
defined by E(a)(C,“,, cu,e,) = CIEEo anen ; CzxE1 cu,e, E X form a 
u-complete atomic Boolean algebra of projections d for which there is 
a vector x,, E X such that X = clm{Ex, ; E E 81. This fact suggested 
that results proved for spaces with unconditional bases might be 
extended to cyclic spaces (introduced by W. G. Bade [l, 21 in the 
multiplicity theory for spectral operators) X = clm{Px, ; P E ~39’) for 
some x,, E X and a u-complete (not necessarily atomic) Boolean algebra 
of projections g on X. This idea proved to be useful in [27] where it 
has been shown that reflexivity of a cyclic space is equivalent to the 
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existence of no subspace isomorphic to ~!r or c,, (W. G. Bade obtained 
similar results which are still unpublished). 
In the present paper, we will continue using the same idea in order 
to study weak completeness, weak compactness, and reflexivity for 
subspaces of cyclic spaces; it will be proved that in a subspace of a 
cyclic space weak completeness is equivalent to the existence of no 
subspace isomorphic to c,, , weak conditional compactness to the exis- 
tence of no subspace isomorphic to /r and, thus, such a subspace is 
reflexive if and only if it contains no subspace isomorphic to c,, or tr . 
Another problem considered here is under which conditions a 
cyclic space X is the conjugate Y* of a cyclic space Y. In this regard, 
cyclic spaces differ entirely from spaces with unconditional bases. 
For instance, it is known that a space with unconditional basis is 
isometric to a conjugate Banach space if and only if it is weakly 
complete (cf. M. M. Day [7, Lemma IV.3.2 and Theorem IV.4.21); 
however L,(O, l), the space of all integrable functions on [0, l] is 
a weakly complete cyclic space (with respect to the Boolean algebra 
of projections consisting of “multiplications” by characteristic 
functions), but it is not isomorphic to any conjugate Banach space 
(cf. I. M. Gelfand [l l] and f or more complete papers R. R. Phelps [25] 
and A. Pelczynski [24]). 
In the last section, it is shown that most of the results regarding 
weak completeness, weak compactness and reflexivity, which have 
been proved for cyclic spaces, subsist in Banach lattices and their 
subspaces. 
1. SUBSPACES OF CYCLIC SPACES 
In this section, we will study weak completeness, weak compact- 
ness, and reflexivity for subspaces of cyclic spaces. According to 
W. G. Bade [2], a cyclic space is a Banach space X for which there 
exist a vector x0 E X and a complete Boolean algebra of projections 9? 
such that X = clm{Px, ; P E g’>. In this context, completeness 
(o-completeness) of a Boolean algebra of projections means that for 
every family (sequence) P, E a of projections VP, and l\P= exist in 
9 and satisfy: 
(v 1 P, X = clm{P,X); (A P”) x = n vw. 
If 68 is a a-complete Boolean algebra of projections, then there is a 
uniform bound M for the norms of the projections P E L4Y (cf. 
W. G. Bade [l, Theorem 2.21) and g is regarded as a spectral measure 
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P(s) defined on the Bore1 sets 2 of its Stone space Q; then the operator 
S(f) = &J(W) P(dw) satisfies 
II Wll G 4~4 zfa I f(w)1 
for every bounded Bore1 functionf (cf. N. Dunford [S]). 
Let us also mention that by W. G. Bade [2, Theorem 4.51, for 
every x in a cyclic space X there exists a Bore1 function f (not 
necessarily bounded) such that x = S(f) x0 ; x,, E D(S(f )), where 
D(S(f )) = {x; x E X, lis,, Jemf (w) P(&J) x exists} and 
em = &J; OJ E Qn, If(w)I < m>; m = 1, 2,... . 
The following definition has been introduced by A. Pehzzynski in 
[231. 
DEFINITION 1. A Banach space X will be said to have the prop- 
erty (u) if for every weak Cauchy sequence (xJ C X there is a 
sequence {xn’} C X such that: 
(i) the series & xn’ is weakly unconditionally convergent, 
i.e., for every permutation n12 of indices the series C,“r xk converges 
weakly (but it is possible that the limit element does not e”xist); 
(ii) the sequence x, - & xi’ converges weakly to 0. 
LEMMA 2. Any cyclic space X = clm(Px, ; P E ki?} has the 
property (24). 
Proof. Let {S(fn) x,,>; S(fJ x,, E X; n = 1,2,... be a weak Cauchy 
sequence in X. Evidently there exists a constant K such that 
II S(fn) x0 II < K; n = 1, z... * 
Now remark that in view of W. G. Bade [l, Theorem 3.11 there 
exists a functional x0* E X* with the properties: 
(1) xo*P(-) x0 = p(e) is a positive u-additive measure on Z. 
(2) ~(8) = 0 for some 6 E Z implies P(6) = 0. 
Furthermore, by W. G. Bade [2, Theorems 7.3 and 8.41, every func- 
tional x* E X* can be represented as 
x* = s*(g) x0* = J g(w) p*@JJ) x0* ; x0* E w*m 
where 
W”(g)) = lx*; x* E X*; hli S*(g& x*x exists for each x E X} 
and e, = {w; u E Sz, 1 g(w)] < m}; m = 1,2 ,... . 
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Since {S*(h) xO*S(fn) x0} is a Cauchy sequence for any bounded 
Bore1 function h, it follows that (j,} is a weak Cauchy sequence in 
the space L,(Q, Z, CL). Consequently, there exists f E.&(Q, C, p) such 
that 
lim j.f&) h(w) P&J) = j.fb~) h(w) rW)i n-x0 h EL&A z: P) 
(cf. N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [9, Theorem IV.8.61). 
The next step will be to show that fg EL~(Q, Z, p) for any function 
g for which S*(g) x0* E X*. Indeed, let e be a Bore1 set on which 
both functions f and g are bounded and remark that S*(g) x,,* E X* 
implies S*([ g I) x0* E X* and 11 S*(j g I) x0* 11 < 4M 11 S*(g) x,,* 11. 
If 
then 
< 4MK II S*(l g 1)x,,* IId 16M2Kll S*(g)xo* Il. 
Hence, fg ~L,(i2,Z,p); S*(g)x,* E X*. 
Now choose S*(g) x0* E X* and define the measures 
PTw&> = j (f&J) - f&J))g(w) P&J); eEZ;n,m = 1,2 ,.... e 
Obviously, pn,Je) --+ 0; e E Z as n, m -+ co; thus, by a theorem of 
Nikodym (see N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [9, Theorem IV.10.61) the 
countable additivity of pnPrn is uniform in n, m = 1, 2,... . Hence the 
countable additivity of the measures 
P&9 = J (f&J) -f(wN&J) PL(dWh eEZ 
8 
is also uniform in n = 1, 2,... . But if S, = {o; w E 52, I g(w)] < p>; 
p = 1, 2,..., then n,“=i (Sz - 8,) = ia and 
s (f&> -f(w)) i?(w) CL&J) 
= s (f&J> -f(w)) g(w) X&J) P(dW) + m(Q - %I); P = 1, L, 
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which implies limn+a, s (f&J> -f(4) l?(w) P.(dW) = 0 (since Gfn> 
converges weakly to f in L&2, Z, p) and g(o) X,ol(~) EL,@, Z, CL)). 
In conclusion we have proved that 
In order to finish the proof, let us set 
and 
-qn={W;WEQ,n-l <If(W)] <n} 
X 12’ = w-q% E x; n = 1, 2,... . 
Then one can easily see that C,“=i x,’ is weakly unconditionally con- 
vergent and S(f,) x,, - cTE1 xi converges weakly to 0. Thus X has 
the property (u). 
THEOREM 3. A subspace Y of a cyclic space X is weakly sequentially 
complete if and only if no subspace of Y is isomorphic to cO . 
Proof. This theorem follows from the previous lemma and 
A. Pelczynski [23, Corollary 1 and Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 4. Let X = clm{Px, ; P E 97} be a cyclic space. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X is weakly sequentially complete; 
(b) no subspace of X is isomorphic to cO ; 
(c) for any increasing sequence of Bore1 functions 
we have x,, E D(S(sup, fn)), i.e., S(sup, f,) x,, E X; 
(d) no complemented subspace of X is isomorphic to c,, ; 
(e) X is complemented in X**. 
Proof. (a) o (b). This has been proved in Theorem 3. (b) =F (c). 
This implication is proved in [27, Lemma 31. (c) =S (a). In order to 
prove this statement let us reconsider the proof of Lemma 2 and 
show that the sequence {S(f,) x0} has a weak limit. Indeed, remark 
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that Of I x”; 18 } is an increasing sequence whose least upper 
bound is 1 f 1 aid 
G 16M2K II S*(g)x,* II; s*(&o* E X*; n = 1, 2,..., 
i.e., I] S(/ f 1 xuz J x0 11 < 16M2K; n = 1, 2 ,... . Hence, in view 
of (c) S( [ f 1) x0 ; X and therefore Su) x,, E X (cf. [27, Lemma l(d)]) 
is the weak limit of {S(fn) x,,}. (c) * (e). For this part of the proof, 
we will borrow some ideas from N. Gretsky [12, Chap. III]. Let 
x** E X** and set v(e) = x**P*(e) x0* ; e E Z. Obviously, v(*) is a 
bounded additive measure on 2, absolutely continuous with respect 
to p(e). Thus, by N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [9, Definition 111.7.7, 
Theorem 111.7.8, and remark thereafter], it can be decomposed 
uniquely Y = vi + vs , where vi is u-additive and vs purely finitely 
additive. Since vi is absolutely continuous with respect to t.~, it follows 
from the Radon-Nikodym theorem that there exists a function f such 
that v,(e) = .Lf (w) P(~w); e E Z. Repeating the arguments used in the 
previous part of this proof one can show that Scf) x0 E X and 
II S(f) x0 II G 64M2 II x** 11. Consequently, the operator Q : X** + X 
defined by Qx** = S(f) x0 is a bounded projection whose range is X 
(considered as a subspace of X**). (e) + (d). This assertion follows 
immediately from C. Bessaga and A. Pelczynski [S, Corollary 41. 
(d) + (c). Th is as h b een proved in [27, Lemma 3 and Remark 3 at 
the end of the paper]. 
COROLLARY 5. Any complemented subspace Y of a weakly sequen- 
tially complete cyclic space X is complemented in its second dual Y**. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the previous theorem and 
J. Lindenstrauss [17, p. 161. 
THEOREM 6. Let Y be a subspace of a cyclic space X = clm{Px, ; 
P E B}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) every norm bounded set in Y is weakly conditionally compact, 
i.e., each bounded sequence in Y contains a subsequence which is Cauchy 
in the weak sense; 
(b) Y* is weakly sequentially complete; 
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(c) no subspace of Y* is isomorphic to c0 ; 
(d) no subspace of Y isomorphic to tI is complemented in Y; 
(e) for every functional S*(g) x,,* E X*; g(w) 2 0; w E Q and 
every decreasing sequence of Bore1 sets (e,} whose intersection is void the 
norm of s*kxe,) x0* restricted to Y tends to 0 as p + 00, i.e., 
limp+, II S*(gxe,) x0*/Y II = 0; 
(f) no subspace of Y is isomorphic to /I . 
Proof. (a) * (b). Th is implication follows from Lemma 2 and 
A. Pehzynski [23, Corollaries 1 and 51. (b) => (c) is trivial while 
(c) o (d) is proved to be true (for any Banach space) by C. Bessaga 
and A. Pelczyliski [5, Theorem l] (see also [3, Theorem 41). 
(c) 5 (e). Assume there exists a functional S*(g) x0* E X* and a 
decreasing sequence of sets {eJ with void intersection such that 
I] S*(gxJ x0*/Y 11 > A > 0; p = 1,2,... (it is obvious that if a sub- 
sequence tends to zero then the whole sequence will do so). Since this 
sequence is not Cauchy in norm, one can find a constant B > 0 and 
a sequence of disjoint sets (8,) such that (1 S*(gxsn) x0*/Y ]I > B > 0; 
n = 1, 2,... . Thus, clm{S*(gxq) x,*/J’> is a subspace of Y* which is 
isomorphic to cc, since 
/j il %s*(gxd 0*/y 11 =I/ s* (Zl wxa,) x0*/y I/ 
< 41154 II S*(SUP I an I g> xo*/Y II n 
G 4M II S*(g) xo* II SUP I s I 
n 
and 
11 f %aS*(gXfJ x0*/y I/ n=l 
2 & I %I I II s*(gxs,) x0*/y II 3 gj I $a I; n = 1, 2,... , 
(e) 5 (a). Let S(fn) x,, E Y; n = 1,2,..., be a bounded sequence 
II S(fn) x0 II < 1; n = 1, L., and denote Vn(e) = Je f,(w) p(dw); e E 2’. 
Obviously the a-additive measures {v~} have the following properties: 
(1) vn are uniformly bounded (by II x0* II IV); (2) their countable 
additivity is uniform in n = 1, 2,... since I v,(e)1 <I] E’*(e) x0*/Y II); 
n = 1, 2,..., and the fact that (e) holds. Thus, by N. Dunford and 
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J. Schwartz [9, Theorem IV.9.11, there exists a convergent sub- 
sequence {Ye,}, i.e., lim,,, Vn,(e) = r+,(e); eE Z and moreover 
for any bounded Bore1 function g. Using again condition (e), one 
can conclude easily that {S(f+) x,,} is a weak Cauchy sequence, i.e., 
(a) holds. Finally, remark that (a) * (f) and (f) G- (d) are trivial 
implications and this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 7. If Y itself is a cyclic space then condition (e) can be 
replaced by : 
(e’) for any decreasing sequence 
gdw) > g&J> z -*- 2 ‘G&J> 2 *“; coGi 
whose greatest lower bound is 0 and S*(g,) x,,* E Y*; n = 1,2,..., we 
have: limn+m 11 S*(g,) x,,* I] = 0. 
Proof. Obviously (e’) + (e) while (f) =+ (e’) is proved in [27, 
Lemma 41. 
Now let us remark that, by a theorem of Eberlein, a Banach space 
is reflexive if and only if it is weakly sequentially complete and weakly 
conditionally compact (for instance see M. M. Day [7, Theo- 
rems 111.2.3 and 111.4.11). Thus, by combining in different ways the 
Theorems 3, 4, 6, and 7, one can obtain several conditions equivalent 
to reflexivity. The most interesting seems to be the following result. 
THEOREM 8. A subspace Y of a cyclic space is rejexive if and only 
if no subspace of Y is isomorphic to either c0 or tI . 
Next we shall apply the results obtained in this section to investigate 
under which conditions a cyclic space is the conjugate of another 
cyclic space. 
LEMMA 9. Let X = clm{Px, ; P E q be a weakly sequentially 
complete cyclic space, Q the projection of X** onto X (whose existence 
has been proved in Theorem 4 part (e)), and P = {x*; x* E X*; 
(I -Q) x**x* = 0 for any x** E X**}. Then there exists a Bore1 set 
s(P) E Z such that: 
(4 if S”(g) x0” E P, then the support of g is contained in s(P); 
(b) P is a cyclic space with respect to SF = (P*; P E @; 
(4 P(W) x is isomorphic to P*. 
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Proof. According to the definition of Q, for every x** E X**, the 
measure A(.) = [(I - Q) x**] P*(m) x0* is purely finitely additive and 
h,(e) = [P**(S)(I - Q) x**] P*(e) x0* < A(e); e, SEE, 
0 < x** E X**. Hence, h,(e) is a purely finitely additive measure and 
P**W - Q) x** = (I - Q)[P**@)(I - Q) x**]; x** E X**; 6 EL’. 
It follows that, if x* E P, then 
(I - Q) x**P*(S) x * = (I - Q)[P**(S)(l - Q) .**I x* = 0; 
6 E 2, x** E x**, 
i.e., P*(6) x* E p, S E .Z. Consequently, I’ is a closed subspace of X* 
invariant under a*. Furthermore, for any decreasing sequence of 
Bore1 sets {un} whose intersection is void, 
lim x**P*(a,) x* = i+i x*P(a,)(Qx**) = 0; X”EP; X**EX**, 
mm 
i.e., the vector valued measures P*(e) x*; x* E P are weakly countably 
additive and thus strongly countably additive (cf. N. Dunford and 
J. Schwartz [9, Theorem IV.lO.l]). Hence 33” restricted to P is 
u-complete. 
Now consider the family of sets L’a = {e; e E Z; P*(e) x0* E r}. 
By using Zorn’s lemma, one can find a maximal (countable) system 
of disjoint sets {e,}; e, E Z0 ; n = 1, 2,... . The maximality of this 
system implies that the set s(P) = (J,“=r e, includes any set e E Z0 . 
Moreover, if S*(g) x0* E P and 6, = {w; w E L’n; 1 g(w)/ >, l/m}; 
m = 1, 2,..., then S*(x8,(u)/g(w)) S*(g) x0* = P*(6,) x,,* E F, 
m = 1, 2,..., and, therefore, the support of g is contained in s(P) 
which proves (a). In order to prove (b) let us just observe that 
and P = clm{P*x,*; P* E a*>. 
Finally, let xp*, xf* E X** be two extensions of y* E P*; then 
for x* E P, (QxF* - Qx$*) x* = xt*x* - x.$*x* = 0 and, thus, 
P*(e) xO*(Qx$* - Qx$*) = 0; e C s(P) since P*(e) x0* is the limit in 
0(X*, X) topology of P*(e n (JIal ek) x0* E F, n = 1, 2,...; e C q). 
In conclusion, P(s(r)) Qxf* = P(s(r)) Qx$* and, therefore, the 
operator 7 : r* -+ P@(r)) X defined by v* = P@(r)) Qx**; y* E r*, 
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where x** is any extension of y* is independent of the choice of x**. 
If x** is a Hahn-Banach extension of y*, then 
II v* II G MII Qx** II d MII Q II II x** II = Mll Q II II Y* II; y* E r*, 
i.e., T is bounded. Moreover, if x E P(s(r)) X, then the restriction y* 
of x (imbedded in X**) satisfies 
my* = P(s(r))Qx = P(s(r)) x = x, 
i.e., 7 is an isomorphism from r* onto P(s(r)) X. 
THEOREM 10. A cyclic space X = clm{Px, ; P E LB} is isomorphic 
to the conjugate of a cyclic space Z if and only if it is weakly sequentially 
complete and at least one of the following equivalent conditions (stated 
in the notations of the previous lemma) is satisfid: 
(i) P(s(F)) = I; 
(ii) there exists a strictly positive functional x1* E I’ such that 
x**x 1 * = suPoszsz’* ZEX 1 x "x; 0 < x** E x**; 
(iii) the closure of I’ in the 0(X*, X) topology contains x0*. 
Proof. Before we proceed to prove the main assertion of this 
theorem, let us show that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are indeed 
equivalent. (i) + (ii). Consider the functional x1* E r defined in the 
proof of Lemma 9 and remark that, for 0 < x** E X**, (Qx**) x1* = 
supo<2<2** @X x1*x = x**xx* (see the definition of Q and the proof 
of Theorem 111.73 in [9]). (ii) 3 (iii). Obviously, x1* = S*(h) x0* 
for some Bore1 function h whose support should be r;2; otherwise x1* 
is not strictly positive. Since r is invariant under &Y* and x1* E r, 
we have S*(Xamh-l) S*(h) x0* = P*(6,) x0* E F, m = 1, 2,..., where 
6, = {w; o E Sz; 1 h(w)1 2 l/m}; m = 1,2 ,... . But uz=r 6, = JJ and, 
hence, x0* is the limit in the u(X*, X) topology of the sequence 
P*(8,) x0*; m = 1, 2,..., which belongs to r. (iii) + (i). It is an 
immediate consequence of the definition of s(r). 
In order to prove the necessity let us observe that, if X is iso- 
morphic to the conjugate of 2, it should be weakly sequentially 
complete in view of Theorem 4(d) and C. Bessaga and A. Pelczynski 
[5, Corollary 41. Furthermore, the existence of an isomorphism 
between X and Z* implies that X* and Z** are also isomorphic 
and by W. G. Bade [2, Theorem 7.21, there exists a strictly positive 
x0* E X* whose image in 2 ** belongs to 2. Thus, the measure 
v(m) = (I - Q) x**P*(*) x0*; x** > 0, is purely finite additive and 
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u-additive in the same time, and, therefore, (I - Q) x**x,,* = 0. 
Consequently, x0* E I’ and condition (iii) holds. The converse follows 
immediately from condition (i) and Lemma 9. 
COROLLARY 11. A space X with unconditional basis {xn} is iso- 
morphic to the conjugate of another space Z with unconditional basis if 
and only if X is weakly sequentially complete. 
Proof. In this case the projection E(o) Cz==, anx, = CAED 01,x, ; 
u C N; Cz==, anx, E X form an atomic complete Boolean algebra of pro- 
jections 6’ and X = clm{Ex, ; E E &}, where x,, = cf, x,/2” I/ x, 11. 
If {xn*} is the corresponding biorthogonal sequence in X*, then one 
can see that 
x**x n * zz sup x,*x; O<x**EX**;n=1,2 ,... 
O s=** 
(since 6 is atomic). Thus, x,* E r; n = 1,2,..., and consequently 
X0 
*- - CL xn*P II %a* II is a strictly positive functional which 
belongs to r. This completes the proof in view of Theorem 10. 
Remark. A weaker version of this corollary can be obtained 
directly from M. M. Day [7, Lemma IV.3.2 and Theorem IV.4.21; 
it follows that a weakly sequentially complete Banach space with 
unconditional basis is isomorphic to a conjugate space. 
2. SUBSPACES OF BANACH LATTICES 
In this section, we will use the results obtained previously for cyclic 
space to study weak completeness, weak compactness and reflexivity 
in a certain class of Banach lattices and their subspaces. 
Most of the terminology used here is taken from W. A. J. Luxem- 
burg and A. C. Zaanen [18]. Accordingly, a complete Riesz normed 
space L, is a partially ordered real Banach space for which: 
(i) u<vimpliesu+w<v+wforeveryu,v,wEL,; 
(ii) u > 0 implies olu 3 0 for every 01 > 0 and u EL, ; 
(iii) for every pair u, z, EL, , the least upper bound u v o and 
the greatest lower bound u A v exist in L, ; 
(iv) the norm p(e) satisfies p(u) < p(v) if 1 u 1 < 1 v 1 (where 
( u 1 = u v (-u)). 
A Riesz space L, is called Dedekind complete (o-Dedekind com- 
plete) if every net (sequence) is L, which is bounded from above has a 
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least upper bound. If {u+} CL, is an increasing (decreasing) net whose 
least upper bound (greatest lower bound) is u we shall denote 
UT t U(% 4 u). 
LEMMA 12. Let L, be a o-Dedekind complete Riesx space satisfying 
the condition : 
X, i 0 implies $+i p(xn) = 0 for any decreasirg sequence x, EL, ; n = 1,2,. . . . (*) 
Then there exists a family d of projections on L, such that d restricted 
to the invariant subspace M(x) = clm{Ex; E E S}; x EL, , is a o-com- 
plete Boolean algebra of projections and L, can be decomposed into a 
direct sum (not necessarily countable) of cyclic spaces 
M(x,) = clm{Ex, ; E E g}; XCY EL,, 
with the property x, A x, = 0 for CII # /3. Moreover, if W is a separable 
subspace of L, , then x0 can be chosen such that WC M(x,). 
Proof. In a a-Dedekind complete Riesz space it is natural to define 
projections as follows: for 0 < X, y EL, set 
J%(Y) = i (nx A Y), 
7l=l 
and if y is not positive; y = y+ - y- , where y+ = y v 0 and 
y- = y+ - y; we define 
UY) = -%Y+) - E,(Y-1. 
The projection E, ; 0 < x EL, form a commutative family d of 
projections with norm one and the property that for every sequence 
Ez, < E, ; n = 1, 2,..., there exists the least upper bound V,“=, ES, 
(cf. H. Nakano [21, Theorem 8.71). Furthermore, 6’ restricted to 
M(x); 0 < x EL, is a o-complete Boolean algebra of projections with E, 
as the identity; it is complemented since E, - EVE, = E, - Ezv2/ = 
E- z E,,,(z) ; 0 < X, y EL, (cf. H. Nakano [21, p. 501) and the u-com- 
pleteness in the sense of W. G. Bade [I] follows from condition (*). 
In order to prove the decomposition of L, into a direct sum of 
cyclic spaces M(x,); X, EL, , we will borrow some ideas from S. Kaku- 
tani [15]. Assuming that the positive elements of L, are arranged in a 
well-ordered transfinite sequence x0’, xi’,..., x,‘,..., we will set x,, = x,,‘, 
and, if xs is already defined for j3 < a, then x, = x,’ provided 
x,’ h xa = 0 for any /I < oi or X, = 0 otherwise. By transfinite induc- 
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tion, we obtain a new sequence {x,J for which x, A x6 = 0 if LY # /3. 
We will continue to denote this transfinite sequence by {x.> even after 
the elements x, = 0 are omitted. 
Now, for any 0 < x EL, consider the set {E!Jx)};Jn view of the 
u-completeness of 8 restricted to M(x) the series CpEl Es, (x) con- 
verges strongly for each sequence Ez, ; p = 1,2 ,..., and &us there 
exists only a countable number of indices CII for which Ez.(x) > 0. 
Hence, the series Ca E==(x) converges, and, if x’ = x - C.. E,Jx), 
then 0 < x, A x’ < x, A (x - Ez,(x)) = 0 (cf. H. Nakano [21, Theo- 
rem 7.8]), i.e., x’ = 0. In conclusion, we have shown that x = Cm Eza(x) 
and, in the series Ca E%,(x), only a countable number of terms are 
different from zero. 
The next step will be to show that if 0 < y < x then y E M(x). 
Indeed, by H. Nakano [21, Theorems 13.1 and 13.31, we have 
where p, = (hx - y)+; 0 < X < + co and the integral is taken in the 
sense of H. Nakano [21, Chap. II, Section 91. The definition of this 
integral and condition (*) will imply that y can be approximated in 
norm by expressions having the form 
A consequence of this last assertion is that Ez,(x) E M(x,) for any 
0 <XEL,. Indeed, from px, A x < px, ; p = 1,2 ,..., we have 
px, A x E M(px,) = M(xJ; p = 1, 2 ,..., and further E,,(x) E M(x,) 
(since condition (*) implies lim,,, p(EJx) - px, A x) = 0). This 
proves completely the main assertion of the lemma provided we 
remark that the representation x = CIy E,.(x); x EL, ; E,Jx) E M(xJ 
is unique since x, A x6 = 0 whenever (y. # /?. 
The last statement follows from the fact that, for any separable 
subspace W CL, , there exists a (countable) sequence (an) such that 
W is included in the direct sum of M(x,,); n = 1, 2,... . Then it is 
enough to rearrange the positive elements of L, in a new well-ordered 
transfinite sequence whose first element is 
and repeat the proof. 
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This lemma will enable us to extend most of the results proved in 
the previous section for Banach lattices satisfying condition (*). 
In the sequel L, will be a o-Dedekind complete Riesx normed space for 
which condition (*) holds unless it is speci$ed otherwise. 
THEOREM 13. A subspace Y of L, is weakly sequentially complete 
if and only if no subspace of Y is isomorphic to c,, . 
Proof. If Y is not weakly sequentially complete, then it contains 
a separable subspace W with the same property. Since W can be 
imbedded in a cyclic space (cf. Lemma 12), it follows from Theorem 3 
that c,, is isomorphic to a subspace of W and therefore of Y. 
THEOREM 14. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) L, is weakly sequentially complete; 
(b) no subspace of L, is isomorphic to c,, ; 
(c) any norm bounded increasing sequence in L, has a least upper 
bound, i.e., 0 < x, T with supn p(xJ < + co implies that Vn x, exists; 
(d) no complemented subspace of L, is isomorphic to c,, ; 
(e) L, is complemented in Lz* (in the terminology of H. Nakano 
[21], L, is a normal ideal of L$*). 
Proof. The implications (a) =z=- (b) * (c) * (d) * (a) follow im- 
mediately from Theorem 4 and the last part of Lemma 12. The asser- 
tion (e) * (d) is a consequence of C. Bessaga and A. Pelczynski [5, 
Corollary 41 while (c) * (e) can be proved as follows: by 
W. A. J. Luxemburg and A. C. Zaanen [18, Note XI, Theorem 34.21, 
every normbounded increasing net has a least upper bound, and, thus, 
for every 0 < x ** EL:*, one can define 
QX ** = SUP XEL,. 
o%F** P 
It is easy to see that Q is a projection of norm one from L:* onto L, . 
COROLLARY 15. Any complemented subspace Y of a weakly sequen- 
tially complete a-Dedekind complete Riesx normed space L, is comple- 
mented in its second dual Y**. 
Proof. First let us prove that condition (*) holds. Indeed, if 
x, 4 0 for some decreasing sequence x, EL, ; n = 1,2,..., and L, is 
weakly sequentially complete, then {xn} converges weakly to zero. By 
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N. Dunford and J. Schwartz [9, Corollary V.3.141, for every E > 0, 
there exists a convex combination &i &xi ; Xi > 0, &i hi = 1, 
such that p(& Qn,> < E and therefore p(xn) < E for n >, n, (since 
the norm is monotone). Then, by Theorem 14, Y is complemented in 
L** and thus in Y** (cf. J. Lindenstrauss [17, p. 161). P 
THEOREM 16. For any subspace Y of L, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(4 every norm bounded set in Y is weakly conditionally compact; 
(b) Y* is weakly sequentially complete; 
(4 no subspace of Y* is isomorphic to c, ; 
(d) no subspace of Y isomorphic to f1 is complemented in Y; 
(e) for every positive functional x* EL,* and every decreasing 
sequence of projections Ez, E 8; n = 1, 2,..., whose greatest lower bound 
is zero, i.e., A, Ez, = 0, the norm of E$%x* restricted to Y tends to zero 
asn-+co; 
(f) no subspace of Y is isomorphic to /I . 
Proof. The idea is to repeat the steps of the proof of Theorem 6 
taking into account the fact that it suffices to prove each statement 
for separable subspaces of Y which can be imbedded in cyclic spaces 
in view of Lemma 12 (only the implication (c) + (e) should be proved 
directly like in Theorem 6 without using Lemma 12). 
THEOREM 17. In the case Y = L, condition (e) can be replaced by: 
(e’) for any sequence xn* 4 0; x,* EL,* the norm of x,* tends to 
zero as n -+ co. 
Proof. If there exists a sequence x,* & 0; x,* EL, ; n = 1,2,..., 
for which the norms of x,* are bounded away from zero, then one can 
construct a separable subspace W such that the norms of x,* restricted 
to W are still bounded away from zero. Since WC M(x,) (cf. Lem- 
ma 12), it follows that M(x,) contains a subspace isomorphic to t1 
(cf. [27, Lemma 41). Thus, (f) =z-- (e’) and the proof is completed if 
we observe that (e’) + (e). 
In the same way as for cyclic spaces (see Theorem 8) we obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 18. A subspace Y of L, is reflexive if and only if no sub- 
space of Y is isomorphic to either c, or /I . 
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THEOREM 19. Every nonreJEexive subspace Y of a weakly sequentially 
complete a-Dedekind complete Riesz normed space L, contains a com- 
plemented subspace isomorphic to 4, . 
Proof. In the proof of Corollary 15 it has been shown that condi- 
tion (*) is satisfied provided L, is weakly sequentially complete. Then 
this assertion follows from Theorem 16(c) and a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for reflexivity given by Eberlein (cf. M. M. Day [7, 
Theorems 111.2.3 and 111.4.11). 
Remark. A direct consequence of this theorem is that every 
infinite-dimensional nonreflexive subspace of an L,(LR, 2, CL)-space 
contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to 8i . This result has 
been proved by M. I. Kadec and A. Pelczynski [14]. 
Condition (*) has been used in proving most of the theorems of 
this section. The following simple result explains why this condition 
cannot be dropped. 
THEOREM 20. A a-Dedekind complete Riesx normed space L, which 
does not satisfy condition (*) contains a subspace isomorphic to m (the 
space of all bounded sequences with norm supremum). Thus it contains a 
nonre$exive subspace, no subspace of which is isomorphic to either c0 07 
e 1' 
Proof. Assume x, 4 0; x, EL, and p(xn) > A; n = 1, 2,..., for 
some A > 0. Then one can find an increasing subsequence {ni} such 
that p(x$‘) > B > 0; i = 1, 2 ,..., where x,’ = x,. - x~<+~ . Obviously, 
the elements xi’ ; i = 1, 2,..., are mutually disjomt and 0 < zt’ < xi ; 
i = 1, 2,... . Thus, for any sequence (an) E m 
B I an I d P (? sxla 
( 1 
6 PW SUP I % I; n = 1, 2,..., 
TZ=l 12 
which proves that m is isomorphic to a subspace of L, . 
Finally, remark that the space of R. C. James [16] has all the prop- 
erties required in the last statement of this theorem and it is isometric 
to a subspace of m (since it is separable and m universal). 
COROLLARY 21. Condition (*) holds in L, provided it is weakly 
sequentially complete 07 each normbounded set in L, is weakly conditionally 
compact. 
Remark. It follows from Lemma 12 that there are nontrivial 
spectral operators of scalar type (see N. Dunford [S]) on every 
a-Dedekind complete Riesz normed space satisfying condition (*). 
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A weaker version of this result (under the assumption of weak sequen- 
tial completeness instead of condition (*)) has been stated in 
H. H. Schaefer [26]. It should be mentioned that this assertion too is 
not correct if we drop the condition (*) (cf. Theorem 20 and [20, 
Corollary 271). 
Added in proof. Since the manuscript of this paper has been sent for publication 
the author became aware that G. Ja. Lozanovskii, Some topological properties of 
Banach Lattices and relexivity conditions for them, Soviet Math. Dokl. 9 (1968), has 
proved results similar to our Theorems 14 and 20. 
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